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Why does participation matter? 

1. People have a right to a say in decisions 
that affect their lives…and planning 
decisions really do 

2. It’s a form of active citizenship that improves 
our democracy 

3. It can lead to better decisions that are 
sensitive to a wide range of issues and 
needs 



Principles of a democratic planning system 

1. Open government engaging in a 
conversation over policy priorities 

2. A culture of active democracy 
3. A just planning system 
4. An open planning system 
5. An empowered public 



People’s rights to participate in the current 
system 

  
 Effective engagement with the public can lead to 

better plans, better decisions and more 
satisfactory outcomes and can help to avoid 
delays in the planning process. It also improves 
confidence in the fairness of the planning system. 
The Scottish Government expects engagement 
with the public to be meaningful and to occur from 
the earliest stages in the planning process to 
enable community views to be reflected in 
development plans and development proposals. 
(Scottish Government, SPP) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning Aid, standards for consultation and engagement, series of windows of Opportuinity to get involved, SCI and charettes series of high profile consultation Techniques



So where’s the problem? 
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Presentation Notes
The challenge of arguing agains this, but the danger that such rhetoric becomes tokenistic, and is used to control people’s rights to a say
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Presentation Notes
Slide of images of campaigns and bad neighbour developments (borrowed from friends I hope…)



Our approach and work 

• Concern that participation was not being as 
highly valued in practice as the rhetoric 
suggested, and as we would like. 

• Commitment to hearing the voices of people 
who have engaged with the system - the 
value of their experience to test the promises 
that accompanied planning reform. 

• Sense that this was a hidden voice in much 
planning reform discussion and debate. 
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Presentation Notes
See full version on the website for more detail about our approach and analysis and the limitations and strengths of approaching the work in this way.13 case studies and 12 other detailed discussions - a form of action research trying to help and understand and bring together to work out what kind of changes could help



What we found 

• People feel that the system remains hard to 
understand and influence and that they aren’t 
being listened to 

• That there is both a hardware problem 
(related to the structures of opportunity to 
participate in the process) and a software 
problem (related to the attitudes and values 
of those who use the system, including 
various professionals, politicians, advocacy 
groups and members of the public) 
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Presentation Notes
Perhaps don’t need to share that with many of you!But also different ways of thinking about things: one key way for us has been to consider issues and possible solutions in relation to hardware and software (or culture)



What we found: 10 key issues 

1. There’s more to planning than efficient 
decision-making! 

2. There is a serious “inequality of arms” 
• Expertise 
• Time 
• Money 
• Access to information 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Culture change and reform in 2006, mixed priorities, sust eco growth,  presumption in favour means that challenges are often simply not welcome - even where authorities are sympathetic it creates a logic that is heavily weighted in favour of one kind of solution. Ok,  if issues are those of design, but if principle of development is contested…Expert led system



What we found: 10 key issues 

3. Lack of recognition of the value of 
participation 

4. Lack of understanding of the costs of 
participation 
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People don’t feel listened to from early on. Citizen expertise and contribution to more than detail. Logic of bottom up challenge! Culture that promotes development does struggle to create time and space to take on board and seriously citizen concerns (Ann is example here) - but also role of citizen expert and need to recognise her.Costs of delay are front and central (key customer’s eye view) Costs are personal, emotional, financial - frustration,  stress, holidays foregone, familty life suspended, evenings and weekends



What we found: 10 key issues 

5. A system that doesn’t work with the 
grain of how and why people get 
involved 

6. Top-down national planning that could 
do more 
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Hunterston



What we found: 10 key issues 

7. Uncertainty and lack of accountability 
in local planning 

8. Failures of enforcement that strain 
public trust 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Difficult decisions, but need to be listened to



What we found: 10 key issues 

9. The continued inequality of appeal 
rights really matters 

10.The fight to ensure fair access to court 
justice 
 



So what’s to be done? 
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